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2023 Chapter Awards

Jimmy Fenn Award
Nicholas Koch, PhD
Sandra Burch McIntosh, PhD
Due to their remarkable career accomplishments, exemplary leadership in the field of medical physics, and invaluable contributions to the SEAAPM Chapter

Appreciation
Carnell J. Hampton, PhD
For unwavering commitment and exceptional service to the Southeast Chapter during his tenure as President

Robert Rodgers, MS
for dedication and service to the Southeast Chapter as AAPM Board Representative

2023 Symposium: To Infinity and Beyond: Emerging Technologies, Techniques, and a Preview of what Clinical Medical Physics Can Look Like in the Future.,

Dennis Stanley and Justin Solomon

2022
Medical Physics and the Quest to Establish Uniform Minimum Standards: The MPPG Initiative
Krauss and Schwarz

2021
Practical Artificial Intelligence for the Medical Physicist
X. Yang and J. Nye

2020
Following the Patient: The Physics Behind Diagnosis to Treatment
D. Carver and R. Rodgers

2019
Imagination, Failure, and Love: The Journey of a Leader
Samei and J. Wilson

2018
Emerging Technologies in Radiation Therapy and Imaging
Schreuder

2017
SRS/SBRT: The clinical physicist's guide to ablative radiotherapy
Koch

2016
Innovations and Emerging Applications in Radionuclide Imaging with the Expanding Role of Medical Physicists
Nye

2015
Commissioning and Quality Assurance of Today's Extended and Advanced Radiation Therapy Equipment: Not Just Your Basic LINAC Anymore
I. Marshall

2014
Informatics for the Medical Physicist
T. Wilson

2013
Case Studies in Safety and Reliability Engineering of Radiation Oncology Systems
Sherouse

2012
Quality, Safety, and Compliance How to Address the Triple Challenge of Modern Imaging and Therapy
Samei and Marks

2011
The Practice of Quality Assurance in an Era of Change
Bourland and Marshall
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